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Imagine reporting a 50%

reduction in fuel expenses and

emissions from your natural

gas fired processing equip-

ment next year.  How much

would that be worth?

Probably millions of dollars.

It’s possible with Engineered

Concepts’ Automatic

Secondary Air Control (ASAC)

System using efficient 

combustion technology to 

literally make money from air.  

The ASAC System limits the

secondary air surrounding 

the flame in the combustion

chamber, resulting in a 

significant improvement in 

efficiency.  Operations and

field test efficiencies of the 

ASAC are generally reported

as 75% or more.  On that

basis, it is not unreasonable 

to expect improvements in fuel

consumption ranging from 

30 to 75% depending on the

combustion environment. 

The ASAC also reduces 

carbon dioxide emissions and 

the chance of fire outages by 

providing more efficient and

reliable burner operations.  

Engineered Concepts’ ASAC

System is field proven and 

can be retrofitted to existing 

processing equipment or

incorporated into new 

equipment packages. 

and Emissions by

Your Fuel Costs Reduce
50%

View of interior of Automatic
Secondary Air Control System

83% efficiency and no downtime.



Combustion Basics

The oil and gas production industry relies on natural draft 

firetubes to provide the heating requirements for heaters, glycol

dehydrators, gas production units, oil treaters and other process

equipment.  Firetube heaters typically use low-pressure, partial

pre-mix burners in which part of the air required for combustion,

the primary air, is drawn into the burner and mixed with the fuel

prior to reaching the flame at the burner tip.  Secondary air is

drawn through the firetube by stack draft and mixed with the 

fuel at the flame. Any secondary air not required for combustion 

is excess air.

The exact ratio of air (primary and secondary) required to provide

the oxygen to burn a fuel is called the theoretical or stoichiometric

air.  Ideal combustion at this ratio would yield an exhaust gas with

no oxygen or combustibles.  In practice, some additional (excess)

air must be added to compensate for inefficiencies in mixing and

to ensure complete combustion. 

Engineered Concepts’
Automatic Secondary

Air Control (ASAC)
System uses 

efficient combustion
technology to literally 

make money 
from air.

50% fuel 
savings



• The sensible heat used to warm the excess air to exhaust temperature is lost out the stack.  

• Excess air lowers the flame temperature.  Excess air of only 16.2% (3.4% excess oxygen) lowers the 

flame temperature about 260 degrees, thus reducing the temperature difference between the flame 

and the process so that less heat is transferred per unit area of firetube. Figure 1 illustrates the effect 

of excess air on overall efficiency.  

Excess air wastes money from your operations by decreasing 
firetube combustion efficiency in two ways;

Excess Air Decreases

Combustion Efficiency

Typically, firetubes with uncontrolled secondary air operate with

stack exhaust gas temperatures of 600 to 1100 degrees and

excess air of 100 to 600 percent (11 to 18.2 % excess oxygen)

depending on the process loads and the diameter of the firetube.

This operating envelope covers efficiencies ranging from less than

10 to 60%, with large diameter firetubes tending to the low end 

of the efficiency range.  The orange shaded area of Figure 1

illustrates the typical efficiency range for natural draft firetubes

with uncontrolled secondary air.

Large Firetubes Are Prone To Low 
Combustion Efficiencies
Field performance tests have been conducted on various sizes

and types of equipment to determine typical combustion efficien-

cies.  Large diameter firetubes generally exhibit lower efficiencies

than small diameter firetubes.  This is because a large firetube

has the ability to draw excess air - due to stack draft - in propor-

tion to its crossectional area (a function of its diameter squared),

whereas the ability to deliver energy from the firetube to the

process is in proportion to the surface area (a function of the

diameter).  Therefore large firetubes are able to draw huge 

quantities of excess air and, if left uncontrolled, are prone 

to low efficiencies.  Field tests of large firetubes yielded

combustion efficiencies ranging from 8 to 40% depending on

operating mode and service.  Generally, an efficiency of 25 to

35% is normal for large diameter firetubes.

47.7% 
fuel savings

Field tests of large 

firetubes with uncontrolled

secondary air have 

yielded combustion 

efficiencies ranging  from 

8 to 40% depending 

on operating mode 

and service.

Off-On Firetube 

Operations Waste 

Valuable Heat (Saved 2445 gallons per
month of propane)



Controlling Excess Air Increases 
Combustion Efficiency 
The temperature of the stack exhaust is indicative of the energy

wasted by inefficient combustion.  Obviously, any heat contained

in the exhaust is not used in heating the process, and cooling the

exhaust is a primary goal in attaining increased efficiency. The

best way to cool the stack exhaust and to increase efficiency 

is by controlling the excess air in a narrow band of about 10 

to 25% (2.1 to 4.5% excess oxygen).  Reducing the excess air 

to this range will typically cool the exhaust gases to about 400 

to 600 degrees and increase the overall efficiency to 75 to 80%

(higher heating value basis) as illustrated by the blue region in

Figure 1.

Off-On Firetube Operations
Waste Valuable Heat
In addition to operating with uncontrolled secondary air, many

firetubes operate in off-on (snap acting) mode. As shown in

Figure 2, during the off cycle, the stack continues to draft 

ambient air into the firetube, thereby acting as a negative heat

exchanger to the process. Large quantities of heat are lost from

the process during the off cycle. Equipment designed with multiple

firetubes suffer this negative effect if one or more of the firetubes is

idle.  Therefore, control of the flow of air into the combustion

chamber while the firetube is idle is also an important objective

in attaining the highest efficiency for a natural draft firetube.

FIGURE 1

FIGURE 2

Effect of off-on operations on firetube efficiency



Engineered Concepts’
Answer to High Combustion Efficiency

FIGURE 4FIGURE 3

Precisely Control Excess Air
The Automatic Secondary Air Control System regulates

the secondary air in direct proportion to the burner fuel pressure.

It uses pressure from the burner fuel manifold to operate the air

control valve to regulate the amount of secondary air flowing

into the combustion chamber.  The air control valve is

adjustable to compensate for fuel composition and altitude, 

ensuring the correct proportion of excess air under all operating

environments.  Once adjusted, the ASAC maintains a constant

fuel-to-air ratio across the full burner firing range by moving in

response to changes in the burner fuel pressure.  The system 

is designed to maintain the excess oxygen at 2% to 5% across

the entire firing range of the burner as shown in Figure 3.

Eliminate Negative Heat Exchange Effects
Even when the firetube is idle, the ASAC System regulates the

air flow through the firetube. This feature virtually eliminates the

negative heat exchange effect associated with idle firetubes and 

allows use of multiple firetubes staged to accommodate the 

process load in the most efficient manner while still maintaining

high overall combustion efficiency. Figure 4 illustrates the

improved efficiency gained by controlling excess oxygen and

eliminating negative heat exchange effects.

Efficiency comparison of ASAC vs. standard firetubeStack oxygen contents comparison – ASAC vs. standard firetube



With Uncontrolled 
Secondary Air

With Automatic
Secondary 

Air Control System

Process heat load, MM BTU per hour 4 4

Percent excess oxygen 15.3 2.2

Stack temperature, degrees F 810 595

Combustion efficiency, percent 36 75

Fuel consumed, MM BTU per hour 11.11 5.33

Carbon dioxide emissions, tons per year 5640 2700

Cost of fuel, dollars per MM BTU 5 5

Cost of fuel, dollars per year $486,618 $233,456

Fuel and emissions reduction percentage 52

Burner Tip

Burner Venturi

Air Control Valve

Fuel Inlet Piping
Pilot Tip

ASAC (projected results based on actual field application)

Application of the Automatic Secondary Air Control System 
is projected to save $253,162 of fuel per year and reduce 
carbon dioxide emissions by about 2940 tons per year.  
The ASAC System is not limited to large process heating 

operations.  Though small processes are usually more efficient

than large processes, there is still room for significant savings.

Even the smallest applications can attain savings of 30% or more

beginning day one and continuing for the life of the unit.



www.engineeredconcepts.com

1-800-814-9203

About Engineered Concepts
Engineered Concepts creates revenue-generating opportunities for the oil 

and gas industry by capturing emissions through application of innovative ideas

for efficient, reliable equipment that attains the maximum environmental and 

economic impact.

Other Products from Engineered Concepts
The Quantum Leap Natural Gas Dehydration Technology (QLT) is the first 

TEG dehydration process verified through the EPA’s Environmental Technology

Verification Program to capture and convert virtually all hydrocarbon emissions 

to saleable product while also greatly reducing carbon dioxide emissions.  

QLT substantially reduces total operating expense and maintenance while 

improving operator safety and eliminating the odors associated with 

TEG dehydration.  

The High Efficiency Recovery Option (HERO) has been documented to increase

total well revenues by 10 to 15%.  HERO ensures production of 100% of 

the produced hydrocarbons and eliminates all hydrocarbon emissions. The HERO

stabilizes the liquids and returns all vapors to the gas stream. For maximum 

revenue and zero emissions, the HERO should be the operator’s first option when

selecting production equipment.




